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I was excited to use the Aveeno® Baby products as my three month old son suffers with dry skin and some patches of
eczema. When they arrived, I was really pleased to see that the box and packaging they arrived in was all cardboard or recycled
paper. Although obviously the bottles themselves are plastic I feet this was a step in the right direction.
Aveeno® Baby – Baby Wipes
The Aveeno baby wipes have a lovely scent and separate out of the packaging
easily. Other than this, they are not particularly discernible from other brands I've
used.
Aveeno® Baby – Daily Care Baby Hair &
Body Wash
The hair and body wash however is a real step up. Within 4/5 days of using this my son’s skin
was significantly less dry.
It’s a lovely gentle product that contains collodial oatmeal and oat essence. It foams up well and
smells great.
I loved the Hair & Body Wash so much I am going to buy more and can’t see me going back to
the product I was using before.
Highly recommended.
Aveeno® Baby – Soothing Relief Emollient Wash
I used the emollient in the bath separately to look at its
individual effects. This also is very gentle on the skin and
kept my baby’s skin soft and hydrated. However, I didn’t
love this as much as the hair and body wash. I found if you didn’t pour it directly under the
running tap then it doesn’t disperse well and sits in clumps in the water.

PWT rating: ♥♥♥♥♥
All of these Aveeno® Baby products are tested by paediatricians and are free from parabens,
dyes, soap and alcohol.
Available from Boots and other stores nationwide and online.
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